Harnessing the value of industrial safety

On the way to a safer workplace and sustained company value

A well-designed and implemented safety management system enables an up to 20% reduction in insurance costs, and a 5% increase in productivity. Is your business well equipped to exploit the value of safety?

Safety and wellbeing for all staff and stakeholders is vital for every company operating in the industry sector. While international statistics show a decline in recordable incident or accident rates over the past decades, there are still fatalities and severe accidents that result in personal tragedies and heavy business impacts. Sustainable companies protect the safety, health, and welfare of their most vital resource, employees.

Client issues
Safety leaves no room for compromise and is a key factor in running a business. It has many levels that need to be taken into consideration to ensure optimal operational safety. Clients’ challenges include:

- Laws, regulations, authority issues – how to keep up with the tightening safety regulations and ensure compliance while managing the business and planning new investments
- Maximising productivity and the company value - how to keep the business running smoothly and create sustained value
- Corporate social responsibility – how to be a responsible employer

Your trusted partner
Our global network of experts provides with the best possible understanding of local circumstances, following continuously safety legislation and regulations and enabling us to offer the best possible know-how, wherever your company is operating. We help our clients to harness the value of safety: increase productivity, enhance the sustainable business and be a responsible employer.

We believe that all accidents are preventable with a proactive approach. Our own safety is the cornerstone of our culture and sustainable operations. Health and safety is highly prioritized, which makes us the best partner to clients complying with strict safety standards.

AFRY’s services for industrial health & safety
AFRY’s safety experts have a deep technical background, so our understanding of the functionalities and processes in plants adds unique value to our safety services. AFRY offers comprehensive safety and security services to the industry sector, including:

- Safety management
- Project safety services
- Risk analyses
- Permitting and compliance

Key benefits
- Shows high level of corporate and social responsibility
- Allows a greater range of business flexibility — the freedom to manage your business
- Helps manage risk and prevent major losses
- Creates sustained value for your company and its shareholders